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Abstract

The negative structural design of RNAs, also called Inverse folding, consists in building
a synthetic nucleotides sequence adopting a targeted secondary structure as its Minimum Free
Energy (MFE) structure. Computationally an NP hard problem, it is mostly addressed as an op-
timization task and solved using (meta-)heuristics. Existing methods are frequently challenged
by demanding instances, and typically produce a single design, hindering practical applications
of design, where multiple candidates are desirable to circumvent the idealized nature of design
models.

In this work, we introduce RNA POsitive and Negative Design (RNAPOND), a sampling ap-
proach which generates design candidates exactly from a well-defined distribution influenced
by positive design objectives, including affinity towards the target and GC-content. Negative
design principles are captured by an original iterative approach, where a subset of Disruptive
Base Pairs (DPBs) are identified at each step, and subsequently forbidden from pairing by the
introduction of suitable constraints.

Despite the NP-hardness of the associated decision problem, we propose a combinatorial sam-
pling algorithm which is Fixed Parameter Tractable (FPT) for the tree-width of the constraint
network. Our algorithm, coupled with a suitable rejection step and an automated inference of
DPBs, achieves a similar or better level of success in comparison to the state of the art, while
allowing for the generation of diverse designs. Interestingly, it also automatically recovers some
of the strategies used by practitioners of RNA design.

RNAPOND is an open source project, available at: https://gitlab.inria.fr/amibio/RNAPOND
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1 Introduction

Rational RNA design encompasses a wide range of computational methods aiming at the generation
of RNA sequences performing certain biological functions. At the core of design efforts, one finds the
negative design problem, also called inverse folding in the literature, which targets the production
of a nucleotide sequence that adopts a given target structure as its Minimum Free-Energy (MFE)
structure. Thus, any solution for negative design must achieve greater affinity towards its target
than any of its alternative structure. Due to its NP-hardness, popular methods for the negative
RNA design mostly rely on meta-heuristics, stochastic optimization and constraint programming,
with a recent burst of interest in Machine Learning [1, 2, 3].

By contrast, positive RNA design attempts to optimize, or simply bias, affinity towards a
given target. Computationally, positive design tasks can typically be solved exactly in polynomial
time [4], using approaches that capture complex energy models and a prescribed GC content [5].
Additional constraints can be accomodated, including multiple target structures [6, 7, 8], forbid-
den/forced sequence motifs [9], dinucleotide content or encoded amino-acid sequence [10]. Yet,
despite its flexibility, positive design cannot rule out the existence of alternative stable structures,
often preventing the produced sequences to preferentially adopt its target at the thermodynamic
equilibrium. Indeed, there is currently no method that simultaneously and efficiently offers the fine
level of control enabled by positive design, and the structural specificity of negative design, while
both are typically required in the context of synthetic biology [11, 12].

Our method, called RNAPOND (RNA POsitive and Negative Design), attempts to reconcile posi-
tive and negative design, and stems from the following observation: Upon MFE folding, positively-
designed RNAs usually differ from their target structure due to the formation of very specific
Disruptive Base Pairs (DBPs), that both recurrently represented and reproducible across random
data sets. Examples of such base pairs include helix extensions in both basal and apical regions,
or within interior loops, usually associated with a negative selective pressure within RNA multi-
ple sequence alignments [13], and are the object of explicit countermeasures from practitioners of
RNA design [14, 8]. This suggests a simple automated strategy, that iteratively samples design
candidates using positive design principles, identifies a set of dominant DPBs and forbids them for
future iterations, unless they induce some inconsistency.

Implementing such a strategy requires the capacity to randomly generate RNAs that simul-
taneously support those base pairs in the target, being assigned canonical G-C, A-U and G-U
contents, while forbidding the pairing of positions involved in DBPs (assigned to them unpairable
nucleotides). Prior to adding a DBPs, one must test that its addition does not break the consistency
of constraints, i.e. that there exists a sequence that satisfies all constraints. Despite the existence
of a polynomial-time algorithm for a similar problem [15], this problem turns out to be NP hard
even when restricted to a single, pseudoknot-free, secondary structure. Nevertheless, we obtain a
Fixed-Parameter Tractable algorithm for the tree-width, based on dynamic programming compu-
tation of a dual partition function, which extends into an exact sampling algorithm for admissible
sequences within a Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution. RNAPOND is very efficient in practice and, despite
the simplicity of its iterative strategy, reveals competitive with the current state-of-the-art.

We present in Sec. 2 some necessary definitions, and a precise statement of our core compu-
tational problems. We establish complexity results and provide FPT exact decision and sampling
algorithms in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we describe their integration within RNAPOND, and its implemen-
tation details. In Sec. 5, we perform an empirical assessment of RNAPOND in comparison with the
current state of the art, and conclude in Sec. 6 with future considerations and extensions.
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Figure 1: Graph representations for set B of compatible nucleotides pairs (1), and set B of incom-
patible nucleotides (2). (3) Example of consistent secondary structure S = {(1, 2)} and disruptive
base pairs D = {(1, 3), (2, 3)}, inducing a partition function value of 4 for β = 0, i.e. only 4 out
of the 64 possible nucleotide assignments satisfy the constraints induced by S and D. (4) Minimal
example of inconsistent instance, i.e. any RNA sequence violates at least one of the constraints.

2 Definitions and problem statements

An RNA can be abstracted as a sequence w over the alphabet Σ := {A,C,G,U} of length n = |w|.
Through hydrogen bonding, the positions of an RNA w can form base pairs (i, j) ∈ [1, n]2, i < j,
such that (wi, wj) ∈ B, with B := {(C,G), (G,C), (A,U), (U,A), (G,U), (U,G)} representing the set
of valid pairs of nucleotides. In the following, we denote by B := Σ2 \ B the pairs of nucleotides
that are unable to form canonical interactions.

A secondary structure for an RNA w is a set S ⊂ [1, n]2 of base pairs, such that: i) Any given
position cannot be involved in more than one base pair in S; ii) Any pair (i, j) ∈ S must observe
a minimal distance θ, i.e. j − i > θ; iii) Any pair (i, j) ∈ S must be valid for w, i.e. (wi, wj) ∈ B;
iv) Pairs in S are pairwise non-crossing, i.e. @(i, j), (k, l) ∈ S such that i < k < l < j. Throughout
the rest of the document, we will denote by Sw the set of secondary structures that are compatible
with an RNA w.

Given a secondary structure S ∈ Sw, we denote by Ew(S) ∈ R the real-valued free-energy of S
in the context of w. We can then formally define the negative design problem.

negative-design problem
Input: Secondary structure S, length n
Output: RNA sequence w, |w| = n, such that

Ew(S′) > Ew(S),∀S′ 6= S ∈ Sw

This problem is NP-hard even in simple energy models [16], and currently does not admit an exact
parameterized algorithm.

In this work, we identify and forbid disruptive base pairs (DBPs), defined as base pairs that are
recurrent within the stable alternative folds of sequences generated from positive design principles.
Preventing DPBs from forming is key to satisfying both positive and negative design constraints.
A key component of our approach is therefore an algorithm for sampling admissible sequences,
defined as compatible with a target input structure, but also incompatible with a predefined set
D of DBPs. In the spirit of the recursive method in enumerative combinatorics [17], successfully
adapted to RNA structure prediction [18] and design [5], an essential preprocessing step towards a
stochastic backtrack algorithm is the computation of the partition function, defined as follows.
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extended-partition-function problem
Input: Sec. struct. S, length n, set D ⊂ [1, n]2 of disruptive BPs, constant β ∈ R+

Output: Dual partition function Z(S,D, n) ∈ R+ such that

Z(S,D, n) =
∑

w′∈WS,D,n

e−β.Ew′ (S)

where WS,D,n := {w′ ∈ Σn | S comp. w′ and ∀(i, j) ∈ D, (w′i, w′j) ∈ B} denotes the set
of admissible sequences, i.e. compatible with S and avoiding D

Finally, we denote by consistency the decision version of this problem which asks whether or
not the constraints induced by S and D can be jointly satisfied or, equivalently, if an admissible
sequence exists (|WS,D,n| > 0 ⇒ True, WS,D,n = ∅ ⇒ False). This property is used to decide if a
DBP can be safely added, and solving the problem is an important part of our method.

3 Computational results

In the absence of DBPs (D = ∅), the compatibility constraints induced by a target structure can
always be satisfied [4] since the graph of the combined structures is bipartite. If the target is the
open chain (S = ∅), constrained to avoid a set D of DBPs, then any mononucleotidic sequence will
satisfy D, so the problem is again trivially solved by returning True. Combining those two types of
constraints constitutes an open problem, and turns out to induce substantial difficulties.

3.1 Complexity results

The decision version consistency of extended-partition-function is closely related to the
polynomial-time solvable realizability of extended shapes, considered by Hellmuth et al [15].
realizability takes as input multiple target secondary structures, and pseudo base pairs whose
associated positions are prevented from pairing in the output sequences by being assigned nu-
cleotides in {(A,A), (C,C), (G,G), (U,U)}. Consequently, there is a solution for realizability if
and only if the comnbined structure graph is bipartite after identifying all nodes connected by
the pseudo base pairs [4]. Surprisingly, this minor difference turns out to be sufficient to greatly
increase the compuational hardness of the problem.

Theorem 1. consistency is NP-hard

Proof. The NP-hardness is shown by a polynomial-time reduction from 3-sat to consistency.
Namely we show that an efficient algorithm for consistency would imply that 3-sat can be
solved efficiently, a fact that is highly unlikely as it would imply that P = NP.

3-sat problem
Input: Boolean formula Φ over variables x1, . . . , xn in 3-Conjunctive Normal Form
Output: True if a satisfying assignment exists, False otherwise.

Notice that, as shown in Fig. 1, any instance (S,D) of consistency can be represented as a
graph over positions in [1, n], with edges induced by the target (blue) and disruptive base pairs
(red). For a graph or subgraph, an admissible sequence corresponds to an assignment µ : VΦ → Σ
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Figure 2: (a) Gadget G for the boolean clause (x1 ∨ x̄2 ∨ x3). Vertices representing literals of the
clause are drawn in green. (b) Design converted from a satisfying assignment of (l1∨ l2∨ l3), where
l1 (u1) is assumed to be True (C). u2 and u3 are either C or G based on its value l2 and l3 in the
assignment. (c) Gadget of formula (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x2 ∨ x4 ∨ x̄5) ∧ (x̄3 ∨ x6 ∨ x̄7).

of nucleotides to the vertices VΦ, which satisfies the constraints induced by the edges. For any
formula Φ, we construct a graph GΦ, defined as follows:

• For each variable xi occurring in Φ, GΦ contains two special variables vertices vi and wi,
connected with a blue base pair (from S);

• Each clause ck in Φ translates within GΦ into a gadget Gk, as shown in Fig. 2a. Gk is a
subgraph of an instance graph, where 3 vertices (u1, u2, u3) are distinguished to represent the
3 literals in ck = (l1∨ l2∨ l3), each identified with a suitable variable vertex (ui = vi if li = xi,
and ui = wi for li = x̄i)

Fig. 2c shows the graph GΦ obtained for the formula Φ = (x1∨x2∨x3)∧(x2∨x4∨x̄5)∧(x̄3∨x6∨x̄7).

Lemma 1. Let Gk be one of the gadgets, involving variable vertices (u1, u2, u3). Then an admissible
assignment µ exists for Gk if and only if at least one of (µ(u1), µ(u2), µ(u3)) is in {A,C}.

Sketch of proof. It can be verified by case decomposition that assigning (u1, u2, u3) to {G,U} leads
to a contradiction. Moreover, an inspection of Fig. 2b shows that assigning A (resp. C) to one of
the variable vertices allows the two others to take value G/A/C while maintaining admissibility.

It can be shown that (u1, u2, u3) can be further restricted to C and G: if there exists an admissible
assigment µ for a given triplet (µ(u1), µ(u2), µ(u3)), then there also exists µ′ that is both admissible,
and features the triplet obtained by substituting A→ C and U→ G.

Turning to GΦ, note that any admissible µ induces an admissible assignment for each Gk. It must
also feature coherent values on variable nodes, so that µ(vi) ∈ {A,C} implies that µ(wi) ∈ {G,U}
and vice versa. Interpreting µ(vi) ∈ {A,C} as xi = True (and {G,U} as False) we get an assignment
that satisfies each clause (Lemma 1), and thus satisfies Φ.

Conversely, from a Boolean assignement (x1, . . . , xn) that satisfies Φ, we obtain an assignment
µ for GΦ by setting (µ(vi), µ(wi)) := (C,G) (resp. (G,C)) if xi = False (resp. True). For each
gadget Gk, at least one of the variable vertices is True→ C, otherwise ck would be falsified, and an
admissible assignment can be found for the other positions as per Fig. 2b. Finally, each vertex in
GΦ is connected with at most one blue edge, so there exists an instance (SΦ,DΦ) that induces GΦ

(ordering vertices so that blue base pairs in SΦ do not cross).
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Algorithm 1: Tree decomposition-based dynamic programming algorithm for extended

partition function.

1 Function ExtendedPartitionFunction(S, D, n, β):
2 T = (V,E)← Tree decomposition of G = ([1, n], S ∪ D);

3 Assign each (i, j) ∈ S ∪ D to exactly one node of T that contains both i and j;

4 foreach node u ∈ V in post-order do

5 foreach nuc. assignment a := (a1, . . . , ax) to pos. shared by u and its parent in T do

6 Initialize partition function of node to Zu[a]← 0;

7 foreach nuc. assignment b := (b1, . . . , by) to positions in u and not its parent do

8 if a ∪ b compatible with base-pair(s) and DBPs assigned to u then

9 Increment node part. fun. to include contribution of assignment a ∪ b:

Zu[a] +=
∏

(i,j)∈S assigned to u

e−β·E(i,j)
∏

v child of u

Zu[cv]

where cv denotes the restriction of a ∪ b to positions shared by u and v;

10 return The extended partition function Zroot(T )[∅]

We conclude that a solution exists for Φ if and only if there is an admissible sequence for
(SΦ,DΦ), so that solving consistency provides an answer to 3sat. Since (SΦ,DΦ) has size linear
on the number of clauses in Φ, this implies the hardness of consistency.

Moreover, setting β = 0 leads to Z(S,D, n) = |WS,D,n|, so solving extended-partition-
function provides an immediate answer to consistency.

Corolary 1. extended-partition-function is NP-hard

Now, given an instance (S,D, n) we define its associated compatibility graph G as:

G = ([1, n], S ∪ D). (1)

As will be shown in the Subsection 3.2, the problem can be solved in time polynomial in |S| and
|D| as long as t, the tree-width of G, is bounded by some constant.

Proposition 1. extended-partition-function is FPT for the tree width of G.

Again, consistency can be determined from the value of the extended setting at β = 0.

Corolary 2. consistency is FPT for the tree width of G

3.2 Fixed Parameter Tractable (FPT) algorithms

Our approach to solving extended-partition-function exactly is inspired by the Cluster Tree
Elimination framework [19], whichs perform efficient belief propagation in graphical models. It
builds on our algorithm RNARedPrint [8], and is easily generalizable to support multiple target
structures, more sophisticated energy models and constraints.
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Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 solves consistency and extended-partition-function in time Θ((n+
|D|) · 4w) and space Θ(n · 4w) where w is the tree width of G = ([1, n], S ∪ D).

Algorithm details and proof sketch. Dynamic programming is enabled by a the tree decomposition
T = (V,E) for G: 1. each position i ∈ [1, n] occurs in some v ∈ V , 2. the positions of each edge
(i, j) of G simultaneously occur in some node v ∈ V , 3. for each i ∈ [1, n], the induced subgraph
of T consisting of the nodes v ∈ V, i ∈ v is connected. Furthermore, children in T shall contain
at most one variable that does not already occur in the parent. Despite being a NP-hard problem
for general graphs, a tree decomposition minimizing the tree width can be computed in polynomial
time for graphs of bounded tree width.

The DP algorithm tabulates, at each of the Θ(n) nodes, the partition functions for all nucleotide
combinations of the shared position with its parent. Thus, the largest table consists of 4w partition
functions, which explains the space complexity. For each node, the computation iterates over the
nucleotide combinations of at most w + 1 positions; this bounds the time complexity. Finally, the
total partition function can be found at the root node.

Example. In Fig. 3 at node {2, 5, 6}, the algorithm computes the two-dimensional table Z{2,5,6}
(to be available in the computation at its parent node {2, 6}). Assume that the constraint due to
DBPs (2, 5) and the base pair (2, 6) have been been assigned to node {2, 5, 6}. Thus, the algorithm
calculates all partition function for nucleotides x,y,z at respective positions 2,5,6. It considers only
combinations, where (x, y) 6∈ B, other combinations have partition function 0. For table entry
Z{2,5,6}[x, z], it marginalizes (i.e., sums) over all y, where the partial partition function for x, y, z is
Z{1,6}[x] ·Z{3,5,6}[y, z] · exp(−β.E(y, z)), where Z{1,6} and Z{3,5,6} denote the tables of the children.

Finally, Algorithm 1 can be adapted into a stochastic backtrack procedure, as shown in Ham-
mer et al [8]. We obtain an exact sampling algorithm for the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution over
RNA sequences, such that any sequence in WS,D,n is emitted with probability

P(w | S,D) =
e−β.Ew′ (S)

Z(S,D, n)
. (2)

This sampling algorithm generates k sequences in linear time Θ(k·(n+|D|)), after a precomputation
of the dual partition function in time Θ(4w · (n+ |D|)).

4 The RNAPOND method for RNA inverse folding

Our method, named RNA Positive and Negative Design (RNAPOND), is inspired by the manual
refinement by humans when tackling the task in practice. Its foundation is inspried by the obser-
vation that some base pairs and structural motifs, e.g. competing helices, more likely than others
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Figure 3: Small compatibility graph and its tree decomposi-
tion. Left – Compatibility graph of an RNA of length 6, with
edges induced by target base pairs (blue) and DBPs (red).
Right – Valid tree decomposition of the graph, with each node
labeled by its assigned sequence positions (node in compatibil-
ity graph), and each edge labeled with positions of the child
nodes that are shared (purple) or not (green) with its parent.
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Figure 4: General strategy of RNAPOND for the inverse folding of RNA. From an input target
structure, an initial set of likely-disruptive base pairs (DPBs) is inferred. At each iteration, new
candidate DBPs are inferred by a joint thermodynamic analysis and, if consistent with existing
constraints, are added to the list of DPBs. Once some solutions are found, a deeper sampling
obtains independent and diverse designs for the target.

interfere with the folding of sequences generated from positive design principles. The key idea of
our method is to iteratively identify such recurrent Disruptive Base Pairs (DBPs) and prevent them
from occurring in the MFEs of subsequent rounds by adding suitable constraints.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, RNAPOND takes as input a secondary structure S in dot-bracket notation
and, considering a set D of DBPs that is initialized to helix extensions, iterates the following steps:

1. Sampling: Generate k RNA sequences w := w1, . . . , wk, from the Boltzmann distribution
over sequences that are compatible with the secondary structure (S) and DPBs (D);

2. Inference of DBPs: Identify and add to D the d most disruptive base pairs, i.e. the
base pairs (i, j), ordered by decreasing probability (averaged over the sampled sequences w)
such that: a) (i, j) is not in the target structure S; and b) the constraint induced by S
and D ∪ {(i, j)} remain consistent, i.e. can be jointly satisfied by some sequence (i.e. solve
consistency);

3. Evaluation of candidates: Compute the MFE structure S?i of each sequence wi, and report
its base-pair distance to S.

These steps are repeated until a solution is found, or the tree width of the graph induced by S and
D exceeds a predefined threshold. Finally, if a solution is found, the method executes a final round
of upsampling/evaluation using K � k, to allow the generation of several (diverse) solutions.

RNAPOND is implemented in Python3+ based on the C++/Python framework infrared [20];
moreover, it relies on the ViennaRNA 2.4.x library [21] and NetworkX for the tree decomposition.

Initialization: To save the time of inferring trivial additions, RNAPOND initializes D in a way that
forbids helix extensions and likely base pair shifts. For each helix of height h + 1 occurring in
S, consisting of stacking base pair (i, j) up to (i + h, j − h), we initially define D to include the
2 × α base pairs located in the basal ((i − 1, j + 1) to (i − α, j + α)) and apical ((i + h + 1, j −
h − 1) to (i + α, j − α)) regions if not already involved in other base pairs. Sampling: We use
a simplified energy model, additive on base pairs yet aware of stackings, as done in Hammer et
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Figure 5: Results of RNAPOND and competitors on AntaRNA/RFAM targets and EteRNA puzzles. Anal-
ysis of (a) ensemble distance, (b) equilibrium probability and (c) sequence diversity of solutions
produced for the AntaRNA/RFAM dataset. (d) Success matrix of RNAPOND and competitors on EteRNA

dataset. Green dots indicate success, i.e. at least one solution for the given target/puzzle. For
methods below the white line, orange dots indicate near success (MFE within BP dist. 5 of target).

al [8], which was shown to achieve an almost perfect correlation (R = 0.95) with the Turner energy.
We implemented the sampling – including the partition function computation by Algorithm 1) –
within the infrared framework [20]. infrared enables controlling the GC-content as in Reinharz et
al [5]; here, we further distinguish between paired and unpaired target regions. Inference of
disruptives base pairs: DPBs are identified based on an expected base pairing profile, obtained by
averaging the probability matrices produced by the ViennaRNA [21] implementation of the McCaskill
algorithm [22]. Base pairs that are not in S are then considered in decreasing order of probability.
One then checks adding it to D will retain consistency, using the partition function of the extended
instance as described in Sec. 3. Parameter values: We sample by default k = 200 sequences
per iteration, in order to achieve a tradeoff between the stability of the inference step, and the
computational overhead of running the McCaskill algorithm for each sequence.

5 Validation and comparison to state of the art

We focused our validation effort on two recently-contributed collections of target structures:

• The AntaRNA/RFAM dataset [23] consists of a selection of targets extrapolated from RFAM [13]
consensuses. For each of the selected family, the consensus structure was mapped onto the
smallest sequence of the family, avoiding the artificial insertion of long unpaired regions. We
further removed isolated base pairs from those 63 realistic structures, whose length range from
36 to 274 nts showing a typical proportion of paired positions (35% to 80%, median=53%).

• The EteRNA dataset [14] is a collection of 100 artificial puzzles, designed to challenge partic-
ipants of a crowdsourcing initiatives. While arguably pathological and not representative of
typical design tasks – with certain targets featuring long unpaired regions, very limited struc-
ture or even an overwhelming proportion of isolated pairs and stackings – those challenging
targets are nevertheless informative as a stress test for our approach, as will be further shown.
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We ran RNAPOND on both datasets, using the nearest neighbor model with most recent Turner
2004 parameters for AntaRNA/RFAM, and the Turner 1999 parameters for the EteRNA dataset. For
comparison, we considered the state of the art AntaRNA [23] and MCTS-RNA [24] for both benchmark.

Analysis of AntaRNA/RFAM results. In term of success rate, we observe excellent performances
for both RNAPOND, AntaRNA and MCTS-RNA. All methods solve all targets but RF01241, RF00906
and RF00446. For the 3 remaining instances, the best MFE distances to the target are of 1, 1
and 2 respectively, this for all three tools, suggesting that a perfect solution may simply not exist.
Despite stochastic elements in RNAPOND, we observed a good level of robustness of our method, with
three independent runs showing successful on the exact same instances, and overall achieving best
distance to target.

A closer look reveals further differences in performance with respect to negative design metrics,
including Ensemble Defect [25] (Fig. 5a) and the Boltzmann probability [22] of the target struc-
ture (Fig. 5b). Interestingly, RNAPOND shows an average normalized ensemble defect of 0.076 and
Boltzmann probability of 22.2%), and dominates AntaRNA (0.085/17.8%) with respect to those two
metrics, demonstrating its capacity to embrace negative design principles. It remains however dom-
inated by MCTS-RNA (0.056/28.7%) for both. This trend is inverted when considering the diversity
of sequences generated by each tool, as measured by the Positional (Shannon) Entropy, reported
in Fig. 5c. Here RNAPOND (avg 1.6 bits/nt), in its current state, does not fully match the excellent
diversity of AntaRNA (1.95 bits/nt), but greatly exceeds that of MCTS-RNA (1.38 bits/nt).

Analysis of EteRNA results. On the challenging EteRNA dataset, RNAPOND solves 47 of the 100
instances exactly (MFE structure matching the target). For 9 further instances, we find solutions
that are close to the target (BPdist(MFE,target) ≥ 5BPs). For comparison, we report in Fig. 5 the
success level of several competitors, either directly observed for AntaRNA and MCTS-RNA, which we
reran with a time limit of 5 min per instance on a notebook with i7-7500U CPU, or using results
in Portela et al [26].

Case study A – EteRNA 37. We considered this, relatively easy, puzzle to investigate the
effect of DBPs on the distribution of distance to the the target. Using RNAPOND, we generated
50· 103 samples for the sets of DBPs introduced by the first 5 iterations of RNAPOND, consider
no DBP as a control. As shown in Fig. 6a, the introduction of DBPs successfully shifts the
probability distribution towards solutions, and the probability of sampling a solution appears to
increase exponentially (Fig. 6b), from 0/50· 103 in the absence of DPBs to 155 after 5 rounds
(init+15 DBPs) . The final set of constraints (DBPS of Fig. 6c) is sparse, and appears to essentially
delimit helices, forbidding their bi-directional extension. Interestingly, this strategy typical of
manual design practitioners, and is recovered by RNAPOND despite not being one of its design choice.

Case study B – EteRNA 58. On this example, RNAPOND finds his first solution after generating
9 initial DBPs, supplement by 30 more DBPs accumulated over 10 rounds (Fig. 6). Remarkably,
DBPs are not only introduced to avoid helix extensions, but also to unwanted interactions within
the large multi-loop. This is achieved through the introduction of key local stack-like DPBs which
appear sufficient to break the symmetries presented by the multiloop.

Case study C – EteRNA 22. This target consists of 400 unpaired nucleotides, and would be
easily solved by only using unpairable nucleotides. We decided not to implement such ad hoc rule,
to preserve the generality of our approach and ensure maximal sequence diversity. Rather, we
executed RNAPOND using its traditional iterative strategy, to investigate its behavior on an extreme
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• EteRNA puzzle 37 – “Water Strider”
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• EteRNA puzzle 58 – “Multiloop...”

d. Final set of DBPs for EteRNA 58

• EteRNA puzzle 22 – “This is ACTUALLY Small And Easy”
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Figure 6: Illustrating the behavior of RNAPOND on three exemplary EteRNA targets (37, 58 and 22).
For EteRNA 37, we report: (a) Impact of added DPs on the distribution of distances to target within
50· 103 sampled sequences; (b) Number of solutions per round; (c) Target structure and final set
of DBPs. Secondary structures and final DBPs for EteRNA 58 (d) and EteRNA 22 (e).

example. It is successful after 154 rounds, leading to 462 DBPs (see Fig. 6e) that are suprisingly
local, with the exception of DBPs involving the 5’ and 3’ ends. This suggests that forbidding small
hairpins may be sufficient to design larger unpaired regions.

6 Discussion

In this work, we presented RNAPOND, a new method for RNA inverse folding, combining positive and
negative design objectives. Powered by a FPT algorithm for sequence sampling, it does not include
any local optimization of individual sequences, but rather adapts its sampled distribution to favor
solutions, based on an identification/avoidance of disruptive base pairs. Despite its simplicity, this
strategy is already sufficient to achieve performances that are comparable or better than the state
of the art. Overall, these results support the notion that RNAPOND achieves an excellent tradeoff
between exploration, the optimization of negative design criteria, and exploitation, witnessed by a
sizable sequence diversity.

Contrasting with many recent approach, our method is unsupervised and driven by a simple
common-sense rule. The fact that it is sufficient to solve so many instances is, in our opinion,
remarkable, and speaks for the potential of future extensions. The success of the approach may also
bear interesting consequences on RNA structural evolution. Its relative success in designing complex
RNA architectures suggests that a local selective pressure may often be sufficient to implement
negative design principles, allowing the design of complex RNA architectures.

Extensions of this work are numerous, and include: more sophisticated energy models, par-
ticularly to support pseudoknots, non-canonical modules or multiple target structures [8]; the
adaptation of a local search heuristics for further refinements, implement a glocal approach [5];
more expressive negative constraints (unpaired regions, stacking pairs). Note that the algorithmic
framework utilized in this work is already amenable to many such extensions.
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A Proof of Lemma 1

Lemma (Lemma 1). Let Gk be one of the gadgets, involving variable vertices (u1, u2, u3). Then
an admissible assignment µ exists for Gk if and only if at least one of (µ(u1), µ(u2), µ(u3)) is in
{A,C}.

Proof. Consider an assignment to Gk. Suppose that the vertices (u1, u2, u3) are all assigned to
{G,U}. Without loss of generality, we assume that u1 is G (by symmetry of the roles played by G
and U).

First of all, the base pair (1, 2) in the same pentagon as u1 is either (C,G) or (G,C). Otherwise,
one of the bases 1 or 6 must be U; since each nucleotide can pair with G or U, there is no valid
value for vertex 8 or 7, and thus no admissible assignment. Next, the outer ring composed by
six disruptive base pairs implies that vertices u2 and u3 are also G. Therefore, the three base
pairs (1, 2), (3, 4), and (5, 6) in the center hexagon are all either (C,G) or (G,C). Without loss of
generality, we assume that (1, 2) is (C,G), then (3, 4) and (5, 6) are both (G,C), due to the disruptive
base pairs (2, 3) and (1, 6). This yields a contradiction, since the base pair (4, 5) is disruptive, but
the nucleotides assigned to 4 and 5 are C and G which can form a base pair. Thus, at least one of
the variable vertices must be in {C,A}.

To conclude, we need to show that assigning one of the variable vertex to {A,C} is sufficient to
ensure the existence of an admissible assignment. Fig. 2b shows that assigning A (resp. C) to one of
the variable vertices allows the two others to take value G/A/C while maintaining admissibility.
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